List of genes retained for clustering from the GEO array-based datasets.
Pvclust permits multiscale bootstrap resampling, where the data size of the bootstrap samples is permitted to have several values [1] . A large number of bootstrap samples (user selected, in our case nboot=100) are generated for each of the following data sizes 0.5*n, 0.6*n, 0.7*n, …, 1.3*n and 1.4*n. pvclust provides two p-values: AU (Approximately Unbiased) p-value and BP (Bootstrap Probability) p-value. AU pvalue, computed by multiscale bootstrap resampling, is generally less biased than the BP value, computed by normal bootstrap resampling [2].
The bootstrapped gene cluster is given in Fig. S1 . The probability that each subcluster is supported by the data rather than being random is given by the AU value (in red). The AU values are moderately high for the different subclusters of genes in Supplementary Fig. 1 , suggesting that sampling the tissues does not strongly affect the underlying data structure.
Tissue samples have also been clustered using BC for different bootstrap gene sets. The resulting cluster of tissues with AU values, is given in Fig. S2 . Clusters which are the most stable and well-defined (rectangular outline) are found within adjacent healthy tissues. The outlined clusters occur 90% of the time, making a strong argument for their reliability, with resampling from random start points, (not biased to previous run results). This contrasts with the occurrence of non-designated clusters, predominantly found within the cancer tissues, which are variable in content and correspondingly less reliably defined. This is not surprising given that the cancer data are quite highly dispersed from the locus-specific methylation viewpoint. Inclusion of many or few adjacent values does not materially alter the picture since healthy tissue clusters are predominantly compact and well defined. Supplementary Figure S1 . Bootstrapping D3 gene cluster, based on resampling the tissues and clustering the genes. Clustering of the initial selection of genes from D3, obtained from Bayesian Clustering with bootstrapping by multiscale resampling of the tissues. To assess the effect of using a subset of tissues in this dataset, bootstrapping was carried out using functions from pvclust R package with modifications (to replace hierarchical by BC clustering). pvclust provides two p-value measures: AU (Approximately Unbiased) p-value and BP (Bootstrap Probability) p-value. AU pvalue, computed by multiscale bootstrap resampling, is less biased than BP p-value, computed by normal bootstrap resampling. The p-value of a sub-cluster indicates probability of occurrence of this sub-cluster. For example, a sub-cluster with AU=0.95 or 95% would imply that it occurs with high reliability. Gene sub-clusters have moderately high AU values, suggesting that resampling the tissues within this same dataset may affect the underlying data structure only slightly. AU and BP values are given at the base at each subcluster, AU to the left and BP to the right.
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